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To the first 2009 edition of What’s happening at Wecon Systems “WHAWS”.
As we turn the page on 2008 and look forward to 2009, we should all reflect on the
past year and some of the positives of what can only be summed up as an
interesting year. We here were extremely fortunate to close out the year going in
the right direction and are anticipating a very exciting year ahead of us with a
couple of projects already under way and a couple of other ones winding up, we
hope 2009 will be a prosperous year for all of our WHAWS friends.
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Enclosed track garment hanging conveyors are
installed and running in a new dry cleaning facility in
Toronto
A new pharmaceutical filling and check weighing
system is installed and will be running in early
January
Our new line of low profile conveyors from Dorner
manufacturing is starting to take off as expected
A corrugated handling facility is now using a new air
operated lift/turn table all designed and built in house
Manufacturing is under way for an automotive parts
supplier in Mississauga all equipment will soon be
installed and running
Truck parts are now running on a newly installed
system here in Mississauga
A new worldwide apparel distribution center is up and
running in Richmond Hill, Ontario. The system
included everything from single selective racking to a
multi level pick tower as well as carton flow, a
conveyor picking system and a trash handling system.
This was the largest project of its kind in Richmond
Hill and we were proud to be a large part of it
Record storage and management is made easier with
the use of some simple improvements we were able to
provide to a very large records management company
right here in Toronto
Laundry sorting is made easier with the use of a new
manual sorting loop we were able to supply and install
for a large linen processing house, it is so simple yet
so effective
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A national clothing and work wear retailer has
relocated it’s Western Canadian operation to a larger
facility. We were able to redesign, remove, transport,
reinstall, rewire, reprogram, start up and commission
the new system in the new location in less than two
weeks! With some strategic planning this all was able
to take place with almost no interruption to the day
to day operations
Another mail sorting facility will be using a newly
supply and installed inter-floor conveyor to assist in
their operation allowing us all to keep receiving all
those Christmas bills (sorry)
All the changes and testing is completed and the new
fully automated package handling and palletizing
system is ready to be put into full operation at an
International confectionary plant located here in
Toronto
Some new equipment is already installed and running
with more on the way for an automotive parts supply
company in south western Ontario, this new
equipment will be used to enhance the system
installed last year
Changes are under way for a local manufacturer of
butter and margarine products here in Toronto, some
of the changes will include a new pallet transferring
system and relocation of an automatic trailer loading
system
A major automotive parts supplier in Western Canada
will soon have changes to their existing conveyor system in order to help
streamline order picking and sortation operations as volumes are expanding in
their business
A major health care supplier now has a fully
automated packing system all designed and built in Next Issue
house
As always our service department is busy but will
We will talk about some
always find time to service our valuable customers
Our valued Distributors have been very active in all more of the new products
available
fields and as always we are always there to assist
in any way possible
Our used equipment department has been
extremely busy filling orders with some in stock
equipment that is always able to help in cost
savings
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